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range of solution conditions. Agarose gel electrophoresis Due to its ability to directly measure both the sediyields information about changes in the average surface mentation coefficient and the molecular weight of comcharge density, size and/or shape, and conformational flexibil-plex macromolecular assemblies with analytical preciity during chromatin folding. When used together, these meth-sion, the technique of analytical ultracentrifugation odologies are particularly powerful. Protocols for the characprovides a powerful tool for studying chromatin folding terization of chromatin folding by analytical ultracentrifugation in solution. Furthermore, because analytical ultracenand agarose gel electrophoresis are described. Discussion fotrifugation can be used to both identify and charactercuses on analysis and interpretation of experimental chromaize a heterogeneous population of folded chromatin contin folding data. ᭧ 1997 Academic Press formations present in a sample (3-5), this methodology overcomes a key limitation of most other solution-state techniques (reviewed in 6). Agarose gel electrophoresis can be used to obtain quantitative information regarding chromatin size and shape, in addition to its conforChromatin folding is the term used to describe the mational flexibility and surface electrostatic properties hierarchical compaction of extended chromatin fila- (7) (8) (9) . Whereas analytical ultracentrifugation requires ments into interphase chromosomal fibers. To study a highly specialized piece of instrumentation, the quanchromatin folding in vitro, one must have the technititative agarose gel electrophoresis approach is much cal means to deal with a daunting level of experimenmore generally accessible. Importantly, these two tal complexity. The subunit of chromatin, the ''nucleomethodologies are highly complementary and in many some,'' itself is a large (Ç250 kDa) nucleoprotein cases can be integrated to provide an unparalleled assembly formed from an octamer of core histone promechanistic understanding of chromatin folding in the teins and 200 bp of DNA (1, 2), yet a typical eukaryotic solution-state. chromosome consists of a repetitive array of millions This article describes how analytical ultracentrifof nucleosomal subunits together with thousands of ugation and agarose gel electrophoresis are used for chromatin-associated enzymes and regulatory prothe quantitative analysis of chromatin folding. Much teins. Chromatin operationally is defined as a short of the discussion emphasizes analysis and interprechromosomal segment consisting of an array of Ç5 -tation of experimental data. While this information 50 nucleosomes together with any additional chromais presented in the context of chromatin folding, the tin-associated proteins (e.g., linker histones) that utility of both the analytical ultracentrifugation and may be present. In practice, chromatin fragments are the agarose gel electrophoresis methodologies apobtained either by purifying sheared chromosomal plies to many other experimental situations and syssegments from isolated nuclei or by reconstitution from pure components in vitro. Regardless of the tems as well.
which also occurs to chromatin fragments in a salt-
DESCRIPTION OF METHODS
dependent manner in vitro (reviewed in 6).
The current ''rebirth'' of analytical ultracentrifugation is the latest chapter in an unusual history (12, 13) .
Analytical Ultracentrifugation
From 1950 to 1980, analytical ultracentrifugation was Overview of Principles an extensively utilized technique that contributed to Two different types of experiments can be performed numerous fundamentally important scientific obserin the analytical ultracentrifuge (Fig. 1) . A ''sedimenta-vations (12) , including chromatin folding (14) (15) (16) . tion velocity'' experiment is used to determine the sedi-However, shortly after commercial manufacture was mentation coefficient, s, of a macromolecule, while a discontinued in the mid-1970s, the analytical ultracen-''sedimentation equilibrium'' experiment is used to de-trifuge quickly began to disappear from the technical termine the molecular weight, M. The s and M are both repertoire. In the early 1990s, Beckman Instruments measured directly and with analytical precision. When began manufacturing a digitally equipped state-of-thea chromatin fragment folds, s increases but M does not art analytical ultracentrifuge, the ''XL-A'' (17) . In addichange. Thus, analytical ultracentrifugation provides tion, highly significant advances in data analysis methan extremely sensitive assay for the extent of chroma-odologies have occurred coincident with the availability tin folding. Importantly, both sedimentation velocity of the modern analytical ultracentrifuge (18) . Because and sedimentation equilibrium experiments are per-the modern practice of analytical ultracentrifugation formed in ordinary aqueous buffers; no sucrose or CsCl in essence is a very recent development, in the next is necessary. Consequently, chromatin folding can be section we summarize key aspects relating to perassayed under a wide variety of solution conditions, forming and analyzing sedimentation experiments in including those found in functional assays such as in the XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge. vitro transcription (10, 11) .
For any macromolecule, s ϰ M/f. The frictional coeffi-Sample Preparation and Instrument Operation cient, f, is a sensitive measure of macromolecular
The XL-A analytical ultracentrifugation essentially shape; a more compact structure has a greater f than is a marriage between a preparative ultracentrifuge an elongated structure having the same M. Hence, an and a double-beam spectrophotometer (17) . The latter intramolecular conformational change leading to a component is termed the scanning absorption optical more compact structure will increase s. To study chro-system. The function of the optical system is to meamatin folding experimentally, sedimentation velocity sure the absorbance of the sedimenting sample within and sedimentation equilibrium experiments are per-the centrifuge cell. The XL-A's monochromator covers formed in the absence and presence of salts (or other the wavelength range from 200 to 800 nm. The generic potential effectors of folding). Conditions that induce sample requirements for a sedimentation velocity exintramolecular compaction of the chromatin molecule, periment are a sample volume of 0.4-0.45 ml and a i.e., ''folding,'' will result in an increase in s but not a total absorbance of 0.2-1.0 (optimally Ç0.7-0.8) at the concomitant increase in M. Alternatively, a increase in chosen wavelength. A sedimentation equilibrium exboth s and M is indicative of intermolecular association, periment utilizes less sample; a sample volume of 0.1-0.13 ml and a sample absorbance of 0. of protein or DNA contaminants. Reducing agents such as dithiothreitol or 2-mercaptoethanol generally do not analysis method utilized (18) (19) (20) (21) . At the start of the experiment, the sample concentration is constant cause problems for sedimentation velocity experiments, but sometimes can be problematical for sedi-throughout the cell. The boundary is formed when the macromolecules present at the meniscus begin to sedimentation equilibrium experiments due to the increase in sample absorbance that slowly occurs over time. A ment (the sample concentration remains constant in all other regions of the centrifuge cell). As the experiment detailed sample preparation guide is available at the internet address http://bioc02.uthscsa.edu/.biochem/ progresses, the boundary moves closer to the bottom of the centrifuge cell at a rate that is proportional to the xla.html.
Chromatin folding experiments usually are designed sedimentation coefficient(s) of the sample. In addition, because the boundary is a moving concentration gradiso that aliquots of the same chromatin preparation are examined at different salt concentration (e.g., 0-300 ent, its shape broadens with time due to diffusion (see Fig. 2 ). The traditional method for dealing with the mM NaCl/KCl or 0-10 mM MgCl 2 ). Samples should be prepared either by dialysis against the relevant buffer changes in boundary shape caused by diffusion is to measure the rate of movement of the steepest point in or by mixing the chromatin preparation with an equal volume of 21 salt stock solution. Transiently exposing the boundary, termed the ''midpoint'' (Fig. 2) . For a single component sample, the boundary midpoint is a chromatin sample to small amounts of a highly concentrated salt solution should be avoided.
free of diffusion and hence yields an accurate s. However, for multicomponent samples, the rate of sedimenOperation of the XL-A is controlled by a desktop computer. The user interface is used to set key run parame-tation of the boundary midpoint yields only an average s. Furthermore, it cannot be determined from the midters (e.g., chamber temperature, rotor speed, run duration). The experiment is started with either a keystroke point s alone whether multiple species are present in a sample. For certain types of questions this limitation or a mouse click. Experimental data are acquired digitally by the XL-A and written to the computer's hard does not impose problems (22, 23) . However, for studies of chromatin folding, this limitation potentially can drive in ASCII format. The XL-A's simplified operation and digital data acquisition represent significant ad-lead to significant misinterpretations (3, 5; see Fig. 5 ). vancements over previous versions of the analytical ultracentrifuge (18) .
Detailed training in the operation of XL-A is provided by the manufacturer upon purchase of the instrument and is not summarized here. The following general ''rules of thumb'' will help ensure that an analytical ultracentrifuge experiment is performed properly. For sedimentation velocity experiments, the temperature of the samples must be allowed to equilibrate before the XL-A is started, i.e., the rotor temperature should be within 0.1Њ of the set temperature for at least 30-60 min. Also, the use of a faster rotor speed and shorter total sedimentation time will maximize data resolution (25) . For sedimentation equilibrium experiments, rotor speeds that lead to steep concentration gradients should be chosen, i.e., the sample absorbance at the bottom of the cell should be no higher than 1.2 while the sample absorbance at the meniscus should be only 0.005-0.025.
Data Analysis
Numerous different methods are available for the analysis of analytical ultracentrifugation data (18, 19) , most of which have been programmed for use with the XL-A. Here we focus on the analysis methods most frequently used to characterize chromatin folding. (Fig. 2) , from which either an natively, a single point in the boundary, e.g., the midpoint or point of average sedimentation coefficient or a sedimentation steepest slope (18) (19) (20) (21) , is analyzed to yield an average sedimentation coefficient.
coefficient distribution is derived depending on the In terms of chromatin folding (and many other situa-weight and other relevant parameters, a nonlinear least-squares algorithm is used to fit the experimental tions as well), the major obstacle to correct interpretadata to various models. The most commonly used modtion of a sedimentation velocity experiment is the els are a single-component system with or without nonbroadening of the boundaries caused by diffusion. This ideality, a two-component noninteracting system, a is because diffusional spreading often masks the presmonomer/n-mer associating system (e.g., monomer/dience of a population of folded chromatin species. Impormer, monomer/dimer/tetramer), and an isodesmic assotantly, this problem has been addressed by an analysis ciating system. In the case of chromatin folding data, method that removes diffusional spreading from a set only the single component model generally need be apof sedimentation velocity boundaries to yield the entire plied (see below). A single equilibrium gradient (i.e., A distribution of sedimentation coefficients present in the vs r dataset) traditionally is used to perform the nonlinsample (24). In the last several years, it has been well ear least-squares fit. Alternatively, 6-12 different established that this method both provides a useful equilibrium gradients of the same sample (obtained at diagnostic for the extent of sample heterogeneity and different sample concentrations and rotor speeds) can facilitates rigorous interpretation of the complex be fit simultaneously (27) . The latter method, termed boundaries formed by multicomponent systems (18, a ''global fit,'' is more complicated to perform but is 25). Detailed descriptions of the method of van Holde more robust (26) (27) (28) . A measure of the appropriateness and Weischet have been presented previously (18, 25) .
of the fit is provided by the size and pattern of the x 2 Briefly, each boundary is divided into equal fractions residuals (Fig. 2) . A good fit results in a random pattern (usually 20) and an apparent sedimentation coefficient, of residuals, whereas in a poor fit the residuals deviate s app , is calculated at each boundary fraction using the systematically (26) (27) (28) . Note that the example shown algorithm outlined by van Holde and Weischet (24).
in Fig. 2 is an illustration of the latter. Single and Each s app is influenced by both sedimentation and diffuglobal fitting algorithms that produce graphical version; however, extrapolation of the s app calculated at sions of both the obtained fit and the residuals (as in the same boundary fraction of each scan to infinite time Fig. 2 ) are components of the Origin-based software removes diffusional contributions and yields the actual package that comes with the XL-A. s. Plots of the s actual vs boundary fraction yield the distribution of s present in the sample. In simplified terms, the distribution plot should be thought of as a boundary without diffusion; if the sample is homogeneous, the s actual will be the same at all points in the boundary and the plot will be vertical (Figs. 2 and 5) . However, in a heterogeneous sample, the fastest sedimenting material is present at the top of the boundary, and thus the corresponding distribution plot will have some type of positive slope. In terms of chromatin folding, a distribution of s plot will yield the maximum extent of folding present under the conditions examined (indicated by the s at boundary fraction Å 1.0) and determine whether those conditions produce a single folded species or a population of folded structures.
Sedimentation equilibrium. In a sedimentation equilibrium experiment, rotor speeds are kept low to allow diffusion to equally balance the process of sedimentation. Consequently, given sufficient time (usually 2-3 days for large chromatin fragments), an equilibrium concentration gradient is obtained within the centrifuge cell (Fig. 3) . Equilibrium is judged to have been reached when there is no difference in the shape of gradients measured 2-4 h apart. For a single-component system, the shape of the gradient will be directly heteroassociations (18, 19, 26) . To obtain the molecular
In addition to the fitting routines, most analysis soft-analytical approach makes use of the results of Serwer and colleagues (7, 32, 33) , who showed that the mobilware includes modules that will quickly transform an equilibrium concentration gradient into plots of log A ity, m, of a macromolecule in agarose gels could be described by the relationship vs r 2 , M vs C, and M vs r. The slope of the log A vs r 2 plot, which is directly proportional to M, will be linear for an ideal single-component sample and nonlinear for m/m 0 Å (1 0 R e /P e ) 2 , (1) a more complex sample. Whereas these plots do not provide rigorous determinations of molecular weight, where m o is the intrinsic gel-free mobility, R e is the they are excellent indicators of whether the sample effective radius of the macromolecule, and P e is the consists of a single ideal component or is more complex. average radius of the gel pores at a given agarose conThus, these plots provide a means to quickly survey centration. This equation relates the experimentally the data and are helpful in guiding the choice of models measured m to the conformational (R e ) and electrostatic to be fit. In addition, in certain cases they are an appro-(m o ) properties of the chromatin molecule. priate way to present chromatin folding data (3, 5; see Quantitative agarose gel electrophoresis can be perbelow).
formed by virtually anyone using a relatively inexpensive, commercially available electrophoresis apparatus Quantitative Agarose Gel Electrophoresis termed a multigel (34) . As illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 , Overview of Principles a multigel consists of 9-18 individual agarose running Agarose gel electrophoresis is one of the most widely gels embedded in a 1.5% agarose frame. In a typical utilized preparative techniques in modern molecular experiment, the running gels range from 0.2 to 3.0% biology. It also can be used as an analytical tool. In agarose. The multigel apparatus helps control experithe presence of an applied electrical field, a charged mental variations in key parameters such as temperamacromolecule migrates at a velocity proportional to ture, field strength, and buffer pH and allows one to its surface change density (29, 30). In an agarose gel determine the m, m o , and R e of chromatin molecules experiment, the ''gel-free'' mobility is reduced by the with analytical precision (7-9). As will be discussed in interaction of the macromolecule with the network of more detail below, both the m o and the R e provide impores formed by the fibrous gel matrix. These interacportant information regarding chromatin folding. tions are termed ''sieving'' and are dependent on the size, shape, and conformational flexibility of the macromolecule (29-31).
The same principles that make agarose gel electrophoresis such a useful preparative tool can be exploited to quantitatively characterize macromolecular conformational changes such as chromatin folding (8, 9) . The 
Preparing, Running, and Analyzing a Multigel
poured in the middle lanes to maximize their stability. Once the running gels have polymerized, the comb and The multigel apparatus is manufactured commer-plastic plates are removed carefully. The resulting cially by Aquebogue Machine & Repair Shop Inc. (Box multigel is submerged in running buffer and either 2055, Main Road, Aquebogue, New York) and includes may be used immediately or stored for up to 2-3 weeks a Model 850 horizontal submarine electrophoresis unit, at room temperature in the electrophoresis unit. If stora 9-or 18-lane slotformer template, and the correspond-ing the gel, the entire electrophoresis unit should be ing delrin comb and combholder. It is closely patterned covered with plastic wrap or parafilm. after the original apparatus described by Serwer (34;  Prior to loading the samples, two pipette tips (or Fig. 4) . Additional required equipment includes a high-equivalent) are placed into the empty plate slots at temperature waterbath, which keeps the agarose stock each end of the gel bed (Fig. 4B,1) to keep the multigel melted prior to pouring the running gels, an oscillating in place during electrophoresis. Chromatin and bactepump with voltage controller, which helps prevent pH riophage T3 (0.6 mg each in a total volume of 10-12 and temperature variations by circulating buffer ml) are loaded to each well. No dye is added to the throughout the experiment (Cole-Parmer), and access sample. Electrophoresis is routinely at 1 V/cm for 8 h to a digital imaging system. A molecular biology grade, at room temperature. Samples should be electropholow EEO agarose (e.g., Research Organics, #1170A-3), resed for 3-4 min before buffer circulation is started. should be used throughout. Bacteriophage T3 is re-The circulating pump should be run at a slow steady quired as an internal standard. The running buffer pace rather than at a high setting. To allow conversion used to characterize unfolded chromatin is 40 mM Tris-of migration (in units of cm) to mobility (in units of cm 2 HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8 (E buffer). For studies of V 01 s 01 ), a power supply with a timer switch is utilized chromatin folding, E buffer is supplemented with 0-2 or the duration of the run is timed manually. mM MgCl 2 (8) . Monovalent salts also can be included in After electrophoresis, a thin piece of plastic is placed the running buffer to induce folding (38, 39), although underneath the multigel to stabilize the running gels systematic quantitative analyses have not been perduring subsequent manipulations. The multigel is formed under these ionic conditions. Tris-borate stained for 20-30 min in ethidium bromide and deshould never be used in the running buffer due to stained for 20 min in running buffer or distilled water. anomalous electro-osmosis effects.
The multigel is then photographed under ultraviolet The following information supplements the detailed light (Fig. 5) and a negative is obtained. If desired, the protocols presented by Serwer (34) . Initially, plastic protein components in the running gels can be visualplates are inserted into slots at the ends of the gel bed ized by incubating the multigel in Coomassie blue for (Figs. 4A and 4D ). The waterbath is set to 75-80ЊC at 20-30 min followed by overnight destaining (Fig. 5) . this time. A solution of 1.5% agarose in running buffer A desktop computer is used to image the photo-(120 ml) is prepared and melted in the microwave. To graphic negative, measure the band migrations, and pour the frame, the edges formed by the gel bed and calculate m, m o , P e , and R e . Our laboratory uses a Macthe plastic plates are sealed with agarose, the comb intosh IIci computer interfaced to a Philips digital im- (Fig. 4E ) and slotformer template (Fig. 4H) are placed aging camera, together with NIH Image and Delin the gel bed, and the remainder of the agarose is tagraph Pro software. However, any equivalent added to the gel bed. Bubbles should be avoided. Polyhardware/software combinations can be utilized. NIH merization of the frame takes Ç30 to 60 min for the 9-Image software is used both to capture a digital image and 18-lane slotformers, respectively. While the frame of the multigel and to measure the bacteriophage T3 is polymerizing, 1.0 and 3.0% agarose stocks (60 ml) and chromatin band migration in each running gel. The are prepared and placed in the water bath. Once the latter values are saved into a result table. Migrations frame is polymerized, the comb and slotformer are reare defined using the middle of the band. In Mg 2/ -free moved by loosening the slotformer and carefully sliding running buffer, some of the T3 phage bursts during it back and forth. Small bits of agarose tend to remain electrophoresis and releases naked T3 DNA (7) . Under at the edges of the frame and are removed with a pair these conditions, the intact phage band can be identiof dissecting forceps. The comb is then placed back into fied by comparing ethidium and Coomassie staining its original position. Running gels (5 and 10 ml for patterns; only the migration of the intact phage is mea-18-and 9-lane multigels, respectively) are prepared in sured. separate 15-ml Kimax screw-top tubes by diluting the 1.0% (for final concentrations of 0.2-1.0%) or 3.0% (for Agarose percentages and the values of the corresponding phage and chromatin migrations are entered final concentrations of 1.1-3.0%) agarose stocks with running buffer. Running gels are immediately trans-into separate columns in the spreadsheet software. Extrapolation of a plot of band migration (y-axis) vs agaferred to the appropriate multigel lane with a disposable pipette. The dilute running gels (£0.5%) should be rose percentage (x-axis) to 0% agarose is used to obtain the gel-free migration (y-intercept). For both chromatin can be encountered experimentally (Fig. 6) . Sample 1 and T3, a linear regression through the data obtained is homogeneous in low salt but heterogeneous in salt, in £1.0% agarose will yield an accurate y-intercept (r 2 sample 2 is homogeneous in both the absence and the § 0.98 are routinely obtained). When converted to a presence of salt, while sample 3 is heterogeneous in mobility (cm 2 V 01 s 01 ), the gel-free migration becomes both the absence and the presence of salt. (Fig. 6D) . For interpretive purposes, in all three cases the standard agarose lanes from that obtained in M was assumed to be the same in the presence and the lanes poured with Seakem Gold electro-osmosis-free absence of salt. agarose (7) .
The first example, which resembles the Mg 2/ -depenUsing the spreadsheet software, the P e for each rundent folding behavior of length-defined 12-mer nucleoning gel is calculated from the measured migrations, somal arrays (5, 23), was modeled to exist as a homogegel-free migration, and known R e (30.1 nm) of bacterioneous 30 S species when unfolded in 0 mM MgCl 2 . As phage T3 using the relationship P e Å 30.1/[1-SQRT(T3 expected, the distribution of s plot was vertical under migration/T3 gel-free migration)]. The calculated value these conditions (Fig. 6A) . In 0.25-2.0 mM MgCl 2 , this of P e in each running gel is then used to determine the sample was modeled to form a population of folded con-R e of chromatin in that gel using the relationship R e Å P e 1 [1-SQRT(chromatin migration/chromatin gel-free formations ranging from 34 to 56 S. This produced migration)]. For both calculations, the values of migra-broad positively sloping distribution of s plots in all tion and gel-free migration are expressed in centime-salts. Importantly, while increases in the salt concenters and R e in nanometers.
tration led to continuous increases in the average s of this sample (Fig. 6D) , the maximum value of s detected at the top of the distribution plot was essentially the same in all salts (Ç55 S) and significantly larger than
INTERPRETATION OF DATA
any of the midpoint s values (Fig. 6A) . In terms of mechanism, the distribution of s profiles shown in Fig. 6A would be expected for a sample that is in equilibrium Analytical Ultracentrifugation between an unfolded 30 S structure and an extensively To assay for chromatin folding using analytical ultrafolded 55 S conformation. The salt-dependent increase centrifugation, sedimentation velocity experiments are in average s in this case resulted from a salt-dependent performed to determine s while sedimentation equilibshift in the equilibrium toward the maximally folded rium experiments are performed to determine M. Any 55 S species. set of conditions that causes chromatin folding will inThe second example also has been modeled to exist crease s but not M. The traditional starting point for as a homogeneous 30 S conformation in 0 mM MgCl 2 . chromatin folding experiments is 10 mM Tris or Hepes However, in this case, increasing the MgCl 2 concentrabuffer containing 0.25-1.0 mM EDTA but no other tion from 0.25 to 2.0 mM was modeled to cause identical added salt. Under these conditions, chromatin adopts increases in s for all molecules in the sample. Consean unfolded ''beads-on-a-string'' conformation (1, 2, 6).
quently, vertical distribution of s plots were obtained The chromatin is then reexamined under a different in all salt conditions (Fig. 6B ). This result is indicative set of conditions, e.g., added NaCl or MgCl 2 , to determine the extent to which folding has occurred. The of a folding mechanism in which small increases in salt information presented below addresses key points per-cause the same increased partial extent of folding in taining to the interpretation of experimental chromatin all fragments present in the sample. Such a mechanism folding data. It should prove useful to all chromatin has been proposed for the salt-dependent folding of researchers regardless of whether they have access to linker histone-containing chromatin (35) . Importantly, an XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge.
unlike the first example (Fig. 6A) , the endpoint of folding is not apparent from the data in Fig. 6B , and an Sedimentation Velocity extensively folded 55 S species is never observed in any salt. Nevertheless, despite the completely different The major problem encountered in sedimentation vedistribution of s plots (and corresponding mechanistic locity analyses of chromatin folding stems from diffiinterpretations), folding of the two samples modeled culties in interpreting changes in the average sedimenin Figs. 6A and 6B result in identical salt-dependent tation coefficient. To demonstrate this problem, finite increases in average s (Fig. 6D) . These results demonelement solutions to the Lamm equation (25) have been used to model three different folding situations that strate that it is not possible to unequivocally interpret the molecular basis for increases in the average s, even neous in s under low salt conditions (Fig. 6C) . This situation is encountered with endogenous chromatin when studying folding of a homogeneous model system.
The interpretive difficulties relating to the average preparations, which routinely are heterogeneous in M (and therefore s) due to variability in total fragment s are further complicated when the sample is heterogelength and total number of nucleosomes per fragment. In Fig. 6C , a sample exhibiting heterogeneity in s in 0 mM MgCl 2 has been modeled to fold by the same mechanism as that described for sample 2 above, i.e., all fragments undergo the same salt-dependent partial extent of folding. Nonetheless, because of the heterogeneity in M, the distribution of s plots in 0.25-2.0 mM MgCl 2 are broad and positively sloped (Fig. 6C) . Importantly, the salt-dependent increase in average s are identical to those observed for the other two examples (Fig. 6D) . Thus, for samples in which broad distributions of s are present under all conditions, it is extremely difficult to determine whether the folding mechanism produces single or multiple folded structures. Two important messages are obtained from the data in Fig. 6 . First, an increase in the average s will provide evidence that some type of folding has occurred (as long as M has not changed); however, only examination of the entire distribution of s allows rigorous interpretation of the mechanisms involved. Second, interpretation of increases in s due to chromatin folding is greatly facilitated when the chromatin preparation is homogenous in s under low salt conditions. Experimental ex- portant given that virtually all studies of nucleosomal arrays and chromatin are performed under conditions binding and subsequent inclusion of Mg 2/ into the electrophoretic shear plane of the DNA (8) . In the case of that produce moderate to extensive levels of folding. To relate the experimentally observed s to extent of chromatin folding, the molecular contributions to the m o term are complex. In low salt, the m o of a nucleosomal folding, hydrodynamic theory is used to predict the s expected for various types of folded structures, e.g., array is an amalgam of the negative charges of the DNA and the net positive charge of the histone octambeads-on-a-string, zigzags, and solenoids (3, 37). The accuracy of the measured s allows analytical ultracen-ers (7) . Approximately 90% of the latter is contributed by the trypsin-sensitive N-and C-terminal domains (9) . trifugation to easily distinguish a broad range of differently folded states. However, the s does not provide The m o of a folded nucleosomal array in 2 mM MgCl 2 is 2.5-fold lower than the m o in low salt (8) . The Mg 2/ -specific structural information, i.e., a 30-nm ''solenoid'' cannot be distinguished from a 30-nm ''twisted ribbon'' dependent decrease in oligonucleosome m o result has two different components. One is Mg 2/ -dependent or any other specific structure whose overall extent of compaction (and therefore s) is identical. For many binding to oligonucleosomal DNA (8) . The second is the additional binding of Mg 2/ that occurs concomitant experimental situations where knowledge of chromatin folding is needed, the strengths of analytical ultracen-with rearrangement of the tail domains to a nonnucleosomal location during chromatin folding (9) . Ultitrifugation outweigh its weaknesses. For example, analytical ultracentrifugation studies recently have shown mately, the m o provides both a sensitive assay for chromatin folding and a means to probe the changes in that nucleosomal arrays are highly folded under standard in vitro transcription buffer conditions (10, 11) . surface charge properties that accompany chromatin folding in solution. In this case, the ability to directly compare in the same buffer the extent of array folding with the extent of Conformational Properties transcriptional activity provided important insight into Information regarding the size, shape, and flexibility the mechanism of chromatin-mediated transcriptional of a chromatin molecule are obtained from plots of R e repression, even though the specific folded conformavs P e over the range 0.2-3.0% agarose (P e É 40-500 tion(s) responsible for the repression could not be ascernm). In gels where the P e is at least 6-to 8-fold larger tained.
than the chromatin R e , the value of R e is independent Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of P e (7-9; illustrated schematically in Fig. 7 ). Importantly, under these gel conditions, the Mg 2/ -dependent Quantitative analysis of chromatin folding in agardecreases in chromatin R e exactly parallel Mg 2/ -depenose gels is performed using a multigel apparatus and length-defined chromatin fragments. The latter generally is obtained by in vitro reconstitution of lengthdefined DNA (3-5, 10-11, 40). In principle, lengthdefined endogenous chromatin fragments liberated from isolated nuclei by restriction enzyme digestion also meet the criteria for multigel analysis. The quantitative approach analyzes experimentally measured migrations to yield a conformational (R e ) and electrostatic (m o ) parameter. The next sections address interpretation of changes in the R e and m o that occur during chromatin folding. While traditional agarose gel electrophoresis protocols have been used to study folding of endogenous chromatin samples (38, 39), the results are completely qualitative and prone to difficulties in interpreting bulk migrations (see below).
Surface Charge Density
The m o provides a direct measure of macromolecular
FIG. 7.
Interpretation of the P e dependence of R e . Shown schematisurface charge density, which is defined as the total cally are the two general types of curves encountered when R e is charge per surface area encompassed within the elec-plotted against P e over a wide range of agarose percentages. Under trophoretic shear plane of the migrating sample (29). conditions where P e is §6-8 larger than R e , the R e shows no P e dependence and is a measure of the average size and/or shape of a
The shear plane consists of the macromolecule per se, macromolecule. Under conditions where the value of P e is less than 3 together with any solution components (e.g., water moltimes that of the R e , those macromolecules whose structures deform ecules, ions) that comigrate with the macromolecule during electrophoresis exhibit a decreasing R e with decreasing P e , during electrophoresis. Thus, for example, the m o of while those macromolecules whose structures are unchanged show
no P e dependence of R e .
DNA decreases in MgCl 2 solutions due to specific cation
